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ARTIFACT ONE

• Minecraft project for social studies

Communication

It this project for social studies communication was key for 

making this project. We were pared up with one other person 

and we were tasked with making a realistic colony in Minecraft. 

The first-time communication was very important was when 

we had to pick were we wanted to make the colony. The 

second time communication was very important was when we 

had to pick how we wanted the buildings to look. I wanted the 

buildings to look more rustic and old but my partner wanted 

the buildings to look new like they were just built, so we settled 

with the houses looking rustic and the church and farm looking 

new. The third time communication was key was when we were 

deciding on the flag for our colony. Our teacher wanted us to 

come up with an original flag for our colony, I wanted to base 

the flag off different flags around the world, but my partner 

wanted us to make a flag that I did not like at all, so we 

compromised my doing my design I wanted and using the 

colors he wanted. 



ARTIFACT TWO

• Candy wrapper design for business

I could not add a link to this project

Creative Thinking 

In this project I had to use creative thinking a lot because we

Had to create a candy wrapper that was very original. The first

Way I used creative thinking was when choosing the colors for

My candy wrapper. I had to think very hard for this because I 

wanted a Color that people haven’t seen a chocolate bar 

wrapper look like before. The second way I used creative 

Thinking in this project is when I had to choose the name for my

Chocolate bar. I wanted a name that was easy to remember and

Catchy but also sounded like a chocolate bar. The third way I

Used creative thinking is when I had to choose the tag line for

My chocolate bar.  What I did for the tag line is I looked at other

Chocolate bar companies tag lines, and I based my tag line off

Of there’s.



ARTIFACT THREE

• Personal finance project for business

Link:

Critical Thinking

This is my personal finance assignment for business class. 

Critical thinking was a key part in making this project because I 

came across many problems that I had to overcome. The first 

problem that occurred was when I had to find all the cost for 

books, gas, etc. and calculate it all together. How I overcome 

this issue was I asked my peers for help and watched a video 

on YouTube. The second problem that occurred was when I had 

to find out how much I would be getting paid and find out what 

the tax from my salary would be. I overcome this problem by 

asking my teacher for help and she directed me to a website 

that would calculate this for me. The third problem that 

occurred was when I had to calculate my savings over the years 

to see how big of a house I could afford minus the monthly and 

one-time fees. I overcome this problem by looking to see what 

my peers did for their monthly and one-time fees and for the 

calculation of my savings I just toughed it out and did the math 

on my own.


